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• homogeneous thought & the doxa of the ‘I’

• the heterogeneous rhizome

• subverting fashion

• everything changes

OVERVIEW 



Everything changes
‘It’s not easy to see things in the middle, rather than looking down on them from 

above or up at them from below, or from left to right or right to left; try it, you’ll see 
that everything changes’ (Deleuze & Guattari 1980).



Homogeneous Thought



Common Sense
Order on the basis of hierarchical, 

representative, mimetic or signifying 
principles.



The ONE
Homogeneous systems of ordering are 

characterized by ONE overarching 
structure
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Egologic



Egologic
Representational thought overcasts the social connections
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Egologic
Representational thought overcasts the ecological connections



–Elizabeth Wilson (1985)

“… we need a variety of ‘takes’ on fashion if the reductive and 
normative moralism of the single sociological explanation is to be 
avoided while we seek to go beyond the pure description of the 

art historian.” 



Heterogeneous Thought



Principles of 
connection and 
heterogeneity

… any point of a rhizome can be 
connected to another and must be.
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Principle of 
multiplicity

‘… it is only when the multiple is 
effectively treated as a substantive 

“multiplicity”, that it ceases to have any 
relations to the One […].’



Decoding Identity
From an Egologic to a threefold Ecologic

mental ecology

social ecology

environmental ecology



We trade the one for the multiple
And our ego for a mental ecology that cannot be separated from the social and 

environmental ecologies.



Subverting Fashion



Golden Joinery by Painted
Margreet Sweers & Saskia van Drimmelen: an alternative “broken is better than new” 

aesthetic, aiming at a more hands-on, repair-friendly culture



‘From the love of imperfect beauty we will repair our own and each others beloved 
yet damaged or stained garments with a beautiful ‘golden’ scar; a new brand will 

slowly arise.’



11”x17” by Elisa van Joolen
Subverting traditional processes of value production.



11”x17” by Elisa van Joolen



Everything Changes
‘It’s not easy to see things in the middle, rather than looking down on them from above or up at 

them from below, or from left to right or right to left; try it, you’ll see that everything 
changes’ (Deleuze & Guattari 1980).




